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Short news
“Workers in 6 EU coun-

ETUC calls for a Pay

“Can Anybody

tries worse off than 10

Transparency Directive

Hear Us?”

years ago”

The EU has an Equal Pay law since

In 1994 the European Union adopt-

In 6 EU countries the pay packets of

1975. Still there is a 16% gender pay

ed legislation on European Works

workers is lower on average than

gap across the EU. Ranging from

Councils (EWCs) and, in 2001, on

ten years ago. In a further 3 EU

27% in Estonia to 8% in Romania.

works councils in European Compa-

countries wages have been almost

The gender pay gap is only very

nies (SE works councils). EWCs and

frozen over the last decade.

slowly decreasing across the EU. If

SEWCs allow for employees to be

New figures by the European Trade

women were paid the same as men,

informed and consulted about

Union Institute (ETUI) show that

the poverty rate among working

transnational issues in the company

average pay packets in Italy (-2%),

women could be halved and 2.5 mil-

and, in turn, to influence corporate

Spain (-4%), Greece (-15%), Portugal

lion children would come out of

decision-making via the consultation

(-4%), Croatia (-5%) and Cyprus

poverty. The European Commission

process.

(-7%) were lower in 2019 than in

will propose binding rules on gender

In 2018 ETUI organised a survey for

2010. In Finland, Belgium and The

pay transparency. To build up pres-

EWC and SEWC representatives.

Netherlands average pay packets

sure the ETUC organized a symbolic

More than 1,600 employee repre-

practically froze with barely above

and theatrical visual action ‘Gender

sentatives from all EU countries rep-

zero increases over

pay gap - End the secrecy’ on 25

resenting over 300 different EWCs

February. It is clear that these are

and SEWCs participated in the re-

trade union issues and trade unions

search. It is the largest survey of

must be at the forefront of this de-

EWC and SEWC representatives con-

bate. An EFBWW dele-

ducted to date. The aim of the sur-

the last decade.

More info

gation took part in the
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vey was to gain insight into the functioning of the EWCs from the perspective of employee representatives. The survey shows that many
employee representatives in multinational companies lack basic information about corporate plans, restructuring and workplaces, and lack
a dialogue with central management. Employees are left in the dark
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about financial and economic per-

comes to a revision of the EWC di-

EFBWW sectors will play a key role

formance, the situation in other

rective? The EFBWW working group

in the Green Deal. The EFBWW Sec-

countries and what their own future

on EWCs will address the issue and

retariat is currently making an evalu-

is going to be.

discuss an approach for a common

ation exercise of the different legis-

The results are now available in a

EFBWW position at its meeting in

lative proposals. A Green Deal work-

publication entitled “Can Anybody

May 2020. The experiences and de-

ing group with representatives of

Hear Us”?

mands from the EWC members in

the sectoral European trade union

the EFBWW sectors will be the basis

federations has been up. The work-

for the EFBWW lobbying activities

ing group will be coordinated by the

within the ETUC and towards the EU

ETUC. In the working group horizon-

institutions.

tal topics concerning the trade union movement will be discussed. The
idea is to be prepared for future

Green Deal – first preliminary

common communication state-

EFBWW reaction

ments and actions or draft position

The EU wants to become the world’s

papers on relevant horizontal or

first climate-neutral continent by

sectorial issues. Meetings will take

2050. To achieve this, the European

place once a month. To discuss and

EWPCC Conference 2020

Commission presented the Europe-

develop a coordinated EFBWW stra-

Many EWC members and coordina-

an Green Deal on 11 December

tegy the issue will be addressed in

tors from EFBWW sectors attended

2019. The European Green Deal is

the coming standing committees

the conference of the ETUI Europe-

an ambitious package of measures

and in the executive committee.

an Workers Participation Compe-

that should enable European citi-

tence Centre (EWPCC). The debates

zens and businesses to benefit from

More info:

revolved around the large-scale sur-

sustainable green transition.

European Commission Green Deal;

vey of EWC and SEWC worker repre-

Measures accompanied with an ini-

ETUC press release;

sentatives (see article above). Work-

tial roadmap of key policies range

shops at the conference addressed

from ambitiously cutting emissions,

topics such as the enforcement of

to investing in cutting-edge research

rules in EWCs, training in EWCs, how

and innovation, to preserving Eu-

to bring management to the table,

rope’s natural environment. The

and how to deal with confidential

Green Deal can be a new EU growth

information. These discussions are

strategy. In its communication the

of particular importance in view of

European Commission states that

the upcoming European Parliament

the Green Deal must set a path for a

report on A European framework for

transition that is just and socially

employees' participation in the EU

fair. The Commission states that the

and the legislative report on a Revi-

Green Deal is designed in such a way

sion of the EWC directive. Are the 10

as to leave no individual or region

demands agreed upon by the ETUC

behind in the great transformation

in 2017 still up to date when it

ahead.

More info + free download
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News from the affiliates
“The Egg” of the EU

journalists to bring this case into the

tween the UK and the EU will deter-

built by undeclared

spotlight. Asked for a reaction by De

mine future relations.

Standaard, Patrick Vandenberghe,

UK trade unions are very concerned

president of ACV BIE, stated that

by Boris Johnson’s Government con-

this is once again proof that social

sultations and policy statements.

dumping and fraud are still wide-

They notice a frenzy of activity and

spread in the Belgian construction

determination from the side of the

and exploited migrant workers
Research done by Belgian newspaper De Standaard has shown that
undocumented migrant workers
were involved in the

industry: "If it hap-

UK government to make speedy

iconic building of

pens here, in the very

progress on a series of independent

the European Coun-

heart of the Europe-

trade deals with EU, US, Japan, New

an institutions, it

Zealand and Australia, proposing

shows that controls

major changes to UK trade policy in

and enforcement are

the process. Workers’ rights and

still not sufficiently in

protections were removed with a

Morocco and Roma-

place". For Vanden-

slight of hand from the final text of

nia. Many cases of

berghe it is all about

the Withdrawal Agreement, to be

exploitation were recorded. Many

dissuasive sanctions.

dealt with woorden
separately.
UK trade unbevatten.

construction of the

cil. Workers came
from Bulgaria, Guinee, Portugal, Brazil,
Moldova, Russia,

exploited migrant and posted workers on this building site were recruited by subcontractors and other intermediary companies. Their wages
were paid in cash or sometimes

To create more transparency on

ions fear the
worst. But akunt
Britain
In nieuwsbrieven
u vrijwel

construction sites, the social part-

getting ridalle
of workers’
rights
is bad
onderwerpen
behandelen.

ners in the construction industry in

U kunt
artikelen
plaatsen
for us all. UK
trade
unions
statewaarthat

Belgium agreed in 2017 to introduce

any trade deal with the EU must

a limit of maximum 2 levels (3 in

simply withheld. The abuses took

specific cases) for chains of subcon-

place in the long and non-

tracting. However today it is still

transparent chain of subcontracting.

only operational for

One subcontractor, known as Group

contracts under public

Diamond Services, which was subse-

Dit artikel kan 100 tot 150

More info

procurement.

in wordt ingegaan op nieuwe
technologieën in uw vakgebied.
defend andOok
extend
kunt u fundamental
trends in het bedrijfsleven
of de
economie
labour rights
that are
binding
and
bespreken of voorspellingen
enforceable.
doen.

The EFBWW and its UK affiliates are

Als de nieuwsbrief alleen intern

very worried. These developments
will have a major impact on trade

union members in the UK, but they

quently declared bankrupt in 2015,

will also affect workers outside the

was investigated by prosecutors
after claims by Bulgarian workers.

UK affiliates on

UK, directly and indirectly. It is im-

However the investigation was

Brexit

portant that the European trade
union movement confirms its soli-

closed in October 2019 because of
insufficient evidence, but De

31st January 2020 was an emotional

darity and sticks together in facing

Standaard found that in reality the

day for the European trade union

these challenges. In a joint reaction,

file had been lost by prosecutors at

movement. On that day the UK offi-

Unite the Union and GMB state very

some point in the four years since

cially left the EU, starting an 11-

clearly that “the UK may have left

the inquiry started. ACV BIE cooper-

month transition period. Until 31st

the EU, but we remain part of Eu-

ated narrowly with De Standaard

December 2020 the UK is still bound

rope. Our trade unions remain part

by EU rules. A trade agreement be-

of the European and International
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trade union family, and we will con-

„Pelješac bridge“ construction pro-

For this travel time they receive no

tinue to be actively involved in its

ject.

compensation or payment. This is

structures at every level.”

The new CBA will cover the period

unfair and unjust compared to

Working together in solidarity will

from February 2020 to the 31st July

workers who only work at one

be more important than ever to pos-

2021. In the new CBA specific moni-

place", says IG BAU negotiator Car-

itively influence our common fu-

toring rights were added. SGH rep-

sten Burckhardt.

ture. Together we must make our

resentatives can visit every part of

IG BAU demands furthermore that

voices heard. “La lucha continua!”

the CRBC construction site at any

workers in vocational trainings

time. The basis framework for this

should receive an increase of 100

CBA remains the sectoral agreement

euros per month. Currently, there is

SGH concludes

for construction. SGH is also in the

a shortage of specialized and quali-

new collective bar-

process of negotiating a new sec-

fied construction workers in Germa-

gaining agreement

toral CBA and some material rights –

ny. Despite the good vocational

with Chinese CRBC

field work, food allowance– and sal-

training system, the construction

aries will increase from March. This

industry is unable to retain its quali-

also directly applies to CRBC work-

fied workers. They move to other

ers.

better paidwoorden
professions
and branchbevatten.

About two and a half years ago SGH,
a Croatian EFBWW affiliate, started
to prepare for the arrival of the Chi-

Dit artikel kan 100 tot 150

es.

atia. In June 2018, SGH managed to

wage increase of 6.8 percent

get CRBC to come to the negotiation

The formal negotiations for the col-

table to solve several outstanding

lective agreement for around

In nieuwsbrieven kunt u vrijwel
alle onderwerpen behandelen.
U kunt artikelen plaatsen waarin wordt ingegaan op nieuwe
Louise
technologieën in uw vakgebied.
Ook kunt u trends inOlsson
het bedrijfsleven of de economie
elected as new vice president for
bespreken of voorspellingen
Swedish Electricians'
Union
doen.

issues related to the sectoral collec-

850.000 German construction work-

The EFBWW
informedalleen
by the
Alswas
de nieuwsbrief
intern

tive agreement in place. A first CBA

ers will start on 19 March. IG BAU

historical decision of the Swedish

between SGH and CRBC was signed

decided that the workers´ income

Electricians' Union to elect Louise

in March 2019. CRBC committed to

should rise by 6.8%, with a mini-

Olsson as new vice president in the

respect the basic salaries as fore-

mum increase of at least 230 euro

board. Louise Olsen is a young fe-

seen in the sectoral CBA, better than

per month. Furthermore, IG BAU

male electri-

the salaries foreseen in the Croatian

demands a compensation for the

cian from

Minimum Wage Law. SGH also man-

travelling time of the workers.

Stockholm.

aged to negotiate better overtime

“Our colleagues often go to con-

We wish her

pay and other bonuses. According to

struction sites for a while and from

all the best.

the collective agreement trade un-

there they have to return home.

ion representatives can get all docu-

They have no influence whether

ments and monitor working time

their workplace is ten, one hundred

and salaries for all workers in the

or two hundred kilometres away.

nese CRBC company and other construction companies. These companies had expressed their intention
to post construction workers to Cro-
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Successful strike action day in

tional collective agreement, which

tiation table and to conclude a new

the Italian wood and furniture

expired already in March 2019.

and fair collective agreement for the

industry

FEDERLEGNO wants to increase flex-

industry. The EFBWW strongly sup-

The Italian trade union federations

ibility in the work organization by

ports the demand of the Italian

Filca CISL, Feneal UIL and Fillea CGIL

reducing protection and rights of

trade union federations for

called for a national strike action

workers and trade unions. The EF-

a collective agreement based on

day in the wood and furniture indus-

BWW sent a letter to the Italian affil-

respect for the more than 150,000

tries on 21 February. The strike was

iates to express its strong support

workers in the sector.

a big success with peaks of over 95%

for the de-

abstention and some factories com-

mands of the

pletely closed. There were big

Italian trade

demonstrations in Milan, Treviso,

union federa-

Pesaro and Bari. The strike was or-

tions towards

ganized as a reaction to the break-

FEDERLEGNO

down of negotiations with FEDER-

to come back

LEGNO on the renewal of the na-

to the nego-

News from the EFBWW
European Commission consults

a careful approach on this matter.

tion is due to start at the beginning

social partners on minimum

On the one hand keeping a strong

of April. When the proposal will be

wages

focus on sectoral interests (see EF-

presented the EFBWW will conduct

BWW position paper), on the other

a careful and comprehensive analy-

hand pushing for an ETUC position

sis and decide how to act within the

based on consensus to keep the Eu-

ETUC structures and towards the

some controversy within the Euro-

ropean trade union movement unit-

European institutions. This will be

pean trade union movement. Some

ed. As no consensus could be

done based on a proposal by the

reached at the ETUC executive com-

presidium and in consultation with

mittee on 6 February, and based on

the executive committee, according

our internal discussions and deci-

to the internal deadline approved by

sions, the EFBWW voted abstain.

the executive committee.

The consultation document of the
European Commission and the possible reply of the ETUC has sparked

are concerned about a possible negative impact on national collective
bargaining systems, while others are
concerned that the instrument
could not be strong enough to have

Now the ball is back in the field of
the Commission. Based on the re-

NEW Communication Officer

Now the ETUC has finalised its an-

plies of the social partners a 2nd

The General Assembly in Vienna de-

swer to the European Commission.

round of consultation will be

cided that the EFBWW should adopt

The text was adopted with 83%

opened, this time based on a con-

a more proactive communication

crete proposal for a possibly legal

strategy. To this end a coherent in-

instrument. The 2nd phase consulta-

ternal and external communication

a real impact.

“yes”-votes. The EFBWW has taken
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strategy should be developed, using

of most affected industries. In 2016

traditional and social media

the EU created a platform on unde-

platforms. The EFBWW should also

clared work. It brings together rele-

further develop information and

vant authorities and actors on Euro-

communication tools to actively in-

pean level. From the early begin-

form and involve EFBWW affiliates.

ning, the EFBWW has been an active
partner. To facilitate national discus-

In line with these ambitions the EF-

sions on this matter and on the basis

BWW decided to recruit a Commu-

of a written commitment of national

nication Officer to strengthen its

social partners and national authori-

team. After a thorough selection

ties, joint activities were developed

process and after careful delibera-

run in 2018 and 2019.

in six countries : Austria, Spain, Bel-

tions, we can now announce that

The project aimed at collecting time-

gium, Bulgaria, France and Romania.

Paula Cravina de Sousa has been

lines for 13 countries, giving an

Simultaneously EFBWW and FIEC

selected as the new communication

overview about the history of social

also decided to participate at the

officer of the EFBWW. Paula has the

progress in those countries. Topics

European campaign on undeclared

Portuguese nationality and has ex-

such as women rights, progress in

labour, which will be launched on 16

tensive experience in journalism and

the social constitution of the coun-

-20 March 2020. In close coopera-

in communication.

tries, worker’s rights or individual

tion with the European Commission,

She is currently

rights are covered in the project. As

the EFBWW and FIEC will organise a

working as an eco-

an end product a 116 pages, illus-

joint Conference on “Undeclared

nomic journalist

trated publication was developed.

work in the construction industry” in

for a weekly news-

The publication is now available in

Zagreb.

paper in Luxem-

Bulgarian, Dutch, English, French,

bourg targeting the large Portuguese speaking community in that
country. Paula will join EFBWW on 1

German, Italian, Polish and Spanish.
More info + free download

April 2020.

TANSIRC project
The TANSIRC project focuses on
strengthening industrial relations in
the construction industry in Central

TUWIC project

and East European countries. The

PROJECT UPDATES

TUWIC is a joint project on unde-

project started from the observation

Landsmarks of Social Progress

clared work of the European social

that in recent years in many coun-

What is driving social Progress?

partners of the construction indus-

tries in that region collective bar-

What is the common ground for

try, EFBWW and FIEC. Within the

gaining systems were weakened

trade unions and progressive move-

construction industry, undeclared

under political pressure. For this the

ments? Can we neglect historical

work remains a persistent problem.

European social partners of the con-

differences when formulating our

Actually, for many years the con-

struction industry, EFBWW and FIEC,

actual policies? These were the driv-

struction industry is consequently

together with the European Associa-

ing questions for a project EFBWW

ranked as first or second in the list

tion of Paritarian Institutions (AEIP)
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developed a long-term program to

Following this, the partners will

during the period 2010-2069. Fol-

support affiliates. The EFBWW took

evaluate the project and decide on

lowing these developments EFBWW

the lead by setting up a two year

possible future follow-up activities.

and FIEC, the European Employer

project with two main objectives:

Protecting people from silica dust!

federation for the construction in-

1/ to develop a SWOT analysis of the

Construction workers are very con-

dustry, have decided to apply for a

industrial relations systems and

cerned by the exposure to Respira-

joint project on the proper imple-

2/ to organise four thematical semi-

ble Crystalline Silica dust (RSC). RSC

mentation of the new limit value.

nars, of which the topics were se-

is omnipresent in construction work,

The application was accepted by the

lected by the social partner of the

e.g. when cutting stone often work-

Commission and will start beginning

concerned countries. Through the

ers can hardly see something be-

of March 2020. The project aims

project a substantial degree of re-

cause of the dust cloud full of silica

describing the technical and organi-

sponsibility was given to the in-

dust. In 2017 EFBWW and ETUC

sational measures to reach and keep

volved social partners, which also

achieved to get RCS covered by the

the limit value for all occupations in

gave them “ownership” of the activ-

Carcinogens and Mutagens Directive

the construction sector. And what

ities. The final seminar will take

with an exposure limit value of 0.1

additional measures need to be tak-

place on 5th March 2020 in Riga and

mg/³. According to the European

en if this is not possible. The results

is focused on strengthening the in-

Commissions, the new limit value

will be presented in a practical guide

ternal and external communication.

will prevent 100.000 cancer cases

for practitioners.

EFBWW
Rue Royale 45 (1st floor)
1000 Brussels
Belgium
Tel.: +32 2 227 10 40
@: info@efbww.eu

Visit us on the web
www.efbww.eu
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EFBWW Meeting schedule 2020
EFBWW Statutory meetings

Social dialogue meetings

project meetings

DATE

MEETING

29 January

Presidium

Brussels

10 February

Social dialogue Construction - WP Youth and VET

Brussels

20 February

Social dialogue Wood and Furniture: WP VET & Safety and Health

Brussels

25 February

S&H Coordination Group

Brussels

2 March

Standing Committee Wood/Furniture/Forestry

Brussels

10 March

EWC Steering group

Brussels

10 March

STIC project steering group

Brussels

6 April

Presidium

Brussels

27 April

Auditing Committee

Brussels

27-28 April

Social dialogue seminar - OSH

Warsaw

4 May

Standing Committee Building

Brussels

5 May

EFBWW women’s network

Brussels

13-14 May

EWC coordinators meeting

Brussels

18 May

Social dialogue Wood - plenary meeting

Brussels

19 May

Social dialogue Furniture - plenary meeting

Brussels

26 May

Executive Committee

Brussels

28 May

Social dialogue Construction – WP Employment

Brussels

12 June

Madrid

17 June

BWI European Regional Women’s Committee and
EFBWW Women’s Network
Safety and Health Open expert meeting

Brussels

25 June

Supply chain project steering group

Brussels

10 September

EWC Steering group

Brussels

16-17 September

STIC Seminar: Building

Helsinki

22 September

Standing Committee Wood/Furniture/Forestry

Brussels

23-24 September

STIC Seminar: Wood

Warsaw

5 October

S&H Coordination Group

Brussels

14-15 October

EWC coordinators meeting

16 October

Social dialogue Wood and Furniture: WP VET & Safety and Health

Brussels

19 October

Standing Committee Building

Brussels

20-21 October

STIC Seminar: Building Materials

27 October

Social dialogue Construction – WP Safety and Health

Brussels

18-19 November

Supply chain project: Conference

Prague

24 November

Executive Committee

Brussels

2-3 December

STIC Seminar: Cement

Madrid

10 December

STIC project steering group

Brussels

17 December

Supply chain project steering group meeting

Brussels
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